When scholars use Knowledge-Step Forums to create WebCompended Guides to the literature of their fields, paradigmshifts will occur in the processes of knowledge creation and in graduate education.
Fig. 1 (Legend): As Knowledge is created from Experience, Information, and prior Knowledge, multiple steps are needed to make the Knowledge useful. Two Knowledge-Paths are shown (in two columns): 1) the presently-available paper-based system (left column), and 2) the Web-Based K-Step Compendia method proposed here (right column). "K-Step" is short for "Knowledge-
Step." The differences between the two Paths are the main subject of this article. 1. Moving upward in the Figure, from one publication-type to the next, Information decreases (there is less particularity), while Knowledge increases (there is more generality). 2. As Knowledge increases by Knowledge-Creation, the decreased particularity and increased generality make it easier to learn a given Knowledge level. As a result students can master the material more rapidly than the creators of the KnowledgePath were able to do. 3. It is notable that, in these paths, written material is different for different readers.
These "levels" are the same in both Paths, as indicated by the matching fill-in colors in both the paper-based and the Web-based Knowledge-Paths. Knowledge is successively created by moving from particularity to generality. This effort requires the work of many scholars, over time. When the Knowledge-Path is sufficiently consolidated, materials for an Education-Pathway can be created. Neophytes start the Education-Pathway at generalities, and then move to those particularities that are important at a given level in a given field. Scholars with advanced degrees learn to create more Knowledge (see Compendors.1, below), possibly in new or expanding fields, and the cycle can repeat with new or enhanced content. Step is based on a large amount of material from one or more steps below. "K-Step is short for "Knowledge-Step".
With the understanding that Fig. 1 only shows pathways, we can return to the issues that arise when creating knowledge. The activities needed to create a Compendium are referred to as "Triple-C", where the mnemonic stands for: Compiled, Compared, and Compacted. It is possible for a written presentation to be both concise and comprehensive, by use of a MultiLevel-Format (see Tools.4). Compend = (neologism) a verb derived from the noun "compendium", to indicate the "Triple-C activities" essential to creation of a compendium. Web-Compended Guide = a scholarly guide to available literature, created by compending on the Web. Compendor = (neologism) a noun derived from "to compend" to indicate someone who is active in creating a compendium. Knowledge-Step Forum = an online WebSite where a Compendor, together with other like-minded scholars, creates a new Knowledge-Step Compendium. A Knowledge-Step Forum utilizes some of the features of present online forums and blogs, but has additional necessary features. Knowledge-Tool = a mechanism, method, or behaviors that aid scholars during creation of knowledge. Knowledge-Step = one part of a Knowledge-Path, having an amount of Knowledge roughly estimated as that which can be understood by a single knowledgable Compendor or a small group of compendors. A Knowledge-Step covers less material than a usual Ph.D. thesis, being limited by a narrow-topic. (K-Step = Short form of "Knowledge-Step".) Knowledge-Path = a sequence of Knowledge-Steps, wherein, moving along the sequence, the Knowledge-generality increases while the Information-particularity decreases (see Fig. 1 ). Moving in the opposite direction in the Knowledge-Path sequence is named an Education-Pathway (q.v. below; see Fig. 1 ). (K-Path = short form of "Knowledge-Path".) Education-Pathway = the sequence of Steps of a Knowledge-Path, sufficientlydeveloped for educational purposes, wherein moving along the Pathway sequence is in the opposite direction from that of the Knowledge-Path (q.v. above; see Fig. 1 ). K-Step-Compendium = a narrow-focus Compendium that integrates with other Steps (see Tools.4). "K-Step" is the short form of "Knowledge-Step". 
Intro.5 Overall Design of Knowledge-Step Compendia and Forums
Knowledge-Step Compendia are specifically designed so that individual K-Steps can be organized into a K-Path. This is accomplished in several ways: 1. the topics are narrow so as to reduce the number of K-Paths a given K-Step will correlate with; 2. the MultiLevel-Format (described later) puts the most important issues related to a K-Path first and foremost; 3. a regularized presentation makes it easier for Readers, including the next-level Compender, to read and understand the conclusion reached, and the experimental support used.
The Knowledge-Step Forum can become a very powerful tool for organizing knowledge when used to create K-Step Compendia. Several features contribute to its strength: 1. experts from around the world can be involved in the wording of Assertions that are made about a given topic; 2. the MultiLevel-Format keeps the topics focussed on the issues important in placing the topic within the relevant K-Path(s), especially the experimental evidence; 3. all participants have motivation to create a high quality Compendium based strongly on self-interest related to their careers and reputations; 4. all submissions to the Forum have protection against plagiarism, by a Chained Hash Algorithm (described later).
Intro.6 Costs
The creation of valid, useful Scientific-Knowledge from Research-Experience (Information) can involve many steps. The number of steps necessary to reach a given level depends on the starting level, and on who is to receive and utilize the Knowledge.
However: every step requires human effort, human ingenuity, and, most critically, human time. related to the submission-process are available by links from the submission to the stored material. Material that was initially placed in the Compendium, but later rejected, will still exist in the WebSite History, and, in this way, any Links to or from such material (see MetaLinks in Supplemental material) will still be valid and functional if they are based upon textual material that can be searched-for! 9. All submissions (accepted or rejected) are processed by a CHA (Chained Hash Algorithm) and the appropriate content and hashes are stored with the MetaData associated with the submission. 10. Readers will be able to find new content in the Knowledge-Step Forum by word and phrase searches in web-search-engines because such engines, as specified by the Forum-Compendor, will be automatically notified whenever new submissions (larger than a specified size) are placed within a Section.
The following are some additional features of the Knowledge-Step Forum Software: 1. The Software automatically handles routine communications, using the email addresses provided by the Compendor. 2. The Software acquires and makes available to the Forum-Compendor, Editor, and SiteAdmin statistics on usage, origin of non-registered Readers, etc. 3. Changes to the code of the Open-Source Content Management System can only be made after the SiteAdmin has signed off having read warnings concerning the possible adverse effects of changes on Site performance or behavior. 4. Presentation of content is uniform across K-Step Compendia unless the ForumCompendor finds a need for additional features. The options available to the Reader, and how to control the options, are also uniform across K-Step Compendia. This uniformity makes it easier for the Reader, once accustomed to the format, to access different paths within Forum Software. 5. Despite the described uniformity, many parts of Knowledge-Step Forums and MetaLinks are highly adaptable to the needs of the Compendia Scholars and Readers. The adaptability includes different needs for different fields, and the changing needs of changing fields. 6. The Software is compatible with existing Browsers and Word Processors. Each Section can be easily expanded in the horizontal dimension by the Reader to additional levels, using cursor clicks or keyboard strokes. The novice Reader, desirous of an "overview," can avoid the technical levels that are of interest to the expert, such Page 18   384   387   390   393 as experimental detail, and debates concerning the adequacy of proffered evidence. A more advanced Reader can expand a section to find material of interest. This MultiLevel Format is a powerful tool for any Reader, who can first see an overall structure in the top levels, and then take a path down into the material to a level that is best for that particular Reader, at that particular time.
The Assertions-Section contains a List of Assertions, i.e., statements considered to be "generally believed" and/or "well-established". For a given Assertion, the Reader can, by an expansion, immediately see the Evidence for (and against) the Assertion, critically evaluated. By another expansion, descriptions of new research methods that may provide new Evidence can be seen. NB: The MultiLevel Format does not exist in present review articles.
Because the Assertion-Section contains only Assertions and their Evidence, the overall "structure" of the field's accomplishments is made apparent. Assertions need to evaluated based on the strength of the evidence that supports them. The most important Assertions are based on the best evidence and they provide the strongest "structure". Weak assertions are better placed in the Conjectures Section, so that the weaknesses can be explicitly stated, and a possible route to better evidence can be delineated.
"One size may not fit all." In the case of the Assertions-Section, the Compendor may find that a further classification is needed for the material submitted. For example, topics that are in contention could be subdivided into "Conventional Assertions" and "Unconventional Assertions". Such subdivisions may be suggested by Readers or Contributors. The goal of the Compendor should be the best presentation of the given topic, and some experimentation may be necessary to find the best organization. Indeed, different organizations of Knowledge could be the basis of the use of newer Formats in some topic-areas.
The Conjectures-Section contains a List of statements (written in the form of Assertions) within the purview of the Narrow-Topic of the Compendium, but having an inadequate experimental basis to be considered an Assertion. By an expansion, the Reader can then see the reasons that support or refute a given Conjecture, while further expansion can reveal possible experimental methods that might prove or refute that Conjecture. To avoid this otherwise inescapable trap, the Author recommends "Stronger Inference" which starts with an observation that has not yet been understood. (Also see Definitions, above.) This must be followed by enumeration of all alternative hypotheses that might account for the observation, based on present knowledge. Then, using experimentation or observations, hypotheses are rejected or not. The skill of the scientist is evident by the number of hypotheses a given experiment can ruleout. The process continues until a single hypothesis remains that has survived an experimental test by which it could have been rejected. This remaining Hypothesis is the "currently-held view" of the "cause" of the Observation (and so could become an Assertion in a Compendium).
To the laity, this remaining hypothesis is "truth," but the Scientist knows that this currentlyheld view can change if new Knowledge leads to new Hypotheses. If so, then one must return to Experimentation and rule-out the new Hypotheses.
It is commonly stated that one can "only disprove a hypothesis, never prove one". Whether this is true depends on the specificity of the hypothesis. If the hypothesis is a broad generalization ("All swans are white"), then it can only be disproven. The aphorism "Stronger Inference sharpens the cutting edge of science" will be readily demonstrated when it is being used in K-Step Compendia, where it will become a natural part of the Compendor's thinking while developing a Knowledge-Step Forum. This is one of the ways that Knowledge-Step Forums (and their associated K-Step Compendia) can make an important contribution to Post-Graduate Education in both Science and Medicine.
Tools.5 Variations on the MultiLevel-Format
Note that the MultiLevel Format is applicable to many different overall teaching patterns, including many in Medicine, as shown in Fig. 4 Topic, a change in the meanings of the sections or levels may make the Format useful.
What is most important is that the presentation be useful to the contributing experts, as well as to the ultimate Readers. 
Tools.6 The MultiLevel-Format as an aid to writing and comprehending.
The design of the Compendium-Format has two mutually-reinforcing goals: 1. To be easy to create (by concentrating on the basic "structure", i.e., the core ideas of the Narrow-Topic; and by organizing the presentation in a MultiLevel Format). 2 To be easy to comprehend (by the simplification derived from concentrating on the basic "structure", and by using the MultiLevel Format). The process of writing in a MultiLevel-Format is very similar to, and has the strengths of, the method of "writing a paragraph", as is commonly taught in high schools and colleges (here paraphrased): "At first, tell them what you will tell them; then tell them." What this does is force the Author to organize the presentation so that the "summary sentence" (aka "thesis sentence") is the first Sentence the Reader sees in the paragraph. In order for the Author to compose such a first-Sentence, the Author must mentally go through the contentions that will be presented, and summarize them in his/her mind. That summary becomes the first Sentence. This same procedure is an essential part of writing in a MultiLevel Format.
This thought-process ensures that the goal of the paragraph is clear to both the Author and the Reader.
What the MultiLevel Format provides additionally for the Author is the ability to easily categorize the "contentions" into Levels, and indicate those Levels to the Reader. As described by Jewett [1981] in his article on "Multi-level writing in theory and practice", a standard presentation is linear, requiring every Reader to follow the same path through the material. Any material that is secondary to the main theme will interrupt the linear flow of the ideas. So, in writing in a linear-presentation-mode, considerable author-time is devoted to finding a way, within the linear-text, to express the relative importance of secondary material. The Author wastes considerable time trying out many phrases, such as "However, . . ", "On the contrary,…", "Despite …", etc. In marked contrast, the MultiLevel Format has a parallel presentation, where the Reader can immediately understand that the secondary material is secondary, by means of the typographical method chosen by the author to indicate different levels. So, the author can easily add secondary material just by shifting that material to a different level, without needing to add phrases to alert the reader.
MultiLevel writing is both faster and easier. Faster and easier for the author to write
AND faster and easier for the reader to comprehend. 
Tools.7 The MultiLevel-Format mimics the Knowledge-Path
Another reason that the MultiLevel-Format aids comprehension is diagrammed in Fig. 5 , where the multiplicative nature of the MultiLevel Format is depicted. In Fig. 5 , the horizontal lines show items at three levels, within a single Section, such as "Assertions". For didactic purposes, let's assume for this figure that there are four Assertions (shown just as horizontal lines at Level 0). Further, assume that the third Assertion has four other items in its List (as indicated by the large '{' symbol). In turn, the third item at Level -1, itself also happens to contain four other Lists at Level -2. When this sort of expansion occurs for many of the items of the Assertions Section, then the total number of items at each Level increases as a multiple of the preceding Level (as shown by the numbers at the bottom of the Figure) . Notice also that the amount of detail increases when going to more negative Level numbers (left to right). Expressed differently, the evidence needed for a generalized Assertion at Level 0 is made up of greater and greater detail at Levels -1 and -2.
Thus, when going from RIGHT-to-left in Fig. 5 , one is moving from lower levels (with more details) to higher levels (with more generality). This is in the same direction as "up" on the Knowledge-Path in Fig. 1 with respect to decreasing particularity and increasing generality.
Said in a different way: when the MultiLevel Format is used, the relationships within each Knowledge-
Step are analogous to the relationships between the Steps in the Knowledge-Path. Stated yet again in a different form: the local organization within each Knowledge-Step mimics the structure within the Knowledge-Path of Fig. 1 . Within a step, each Assertion is an accurate summary of the material at lower-levels within that
Step, just as a "higher-level" K-Step-Compendium (in Fig. 1) should accurately summarize the Knowledge of "lower-level" K-Step Compendia.
The reason that this organization makes it "easy to comprehend" should now be clearer. A Reader of a K-Step-Compendium will find the "summary statements" first in each
Step (just as in the "paragraph structure" advocated by our teachers).
For the same reason, it is easier for the Knowledge-Compendor of a Knowledge-Step to evaluate how the Knowledge in previous steps will be incorporated (or modified) to go into the Step the Compendor is creating. This makes it easier for creation of the Knowledge-Path, which is a vital part of the process.
In summary, the overall goal of K-Step Compendia is to organize information into 
Tools.8 Protecting posted submissions from plagiarism
Authors wish to be quoted, but not plagiarized. The difference between quotation and plagiarism is in the attribution: is the attribution correct or faked? A Chained Hash Algorithm can be used to establish which of two sources was first to publish on the Web. If a plagiarizer uses the algorithm, but fakes it to make the quotation appear to have been published earlier by the plagiarizer, the faking can be demonstrated by the Chain of Hash-numbers; the demonstration of faking cannot be refuted by a plagiarizer.
Providing proof of authorship will be especially important in the "Conjectures" category of MultiLevel K-Step Compendia. Conjectures do not have sufficient evidence in their favor, and may well be rejected for publication in a paper-based publication-paradigm for that reason. Those who have such Conjectures are Senior Scientists or Clinicians, and Students just entering Post-Graduate Training, and everyone in between! These ideas are often hidden because if they are made public, the attribution will be lost (i.e., it is highly-likely that plagiarism may occur on the good ideas). By offering a place where attribution will not be lost, Knowledge-Step Forums provide a means for broader dissemination of "odd-ball" ideas, and hunches. Realize that some of these ideas and hunches will actually become the basis for progress in the field, as has been shown repeatedly in the history of science! Here is how the CHA (Chained Hash Algorithm) will work. A new contribution to a Knowledge-Step Forum (such as a comment, an annotated citation, a quotation, a section, etc.) is only permitted for those who have previously registered and provided name, contact information, and other MetaData, and have been verified by email. Automatic processing by the K-Step software, of a new contribution from a registered Author includes creating MetaData that identifies the Contributor as the Author of the contribution. Then, both the contribution and specified parts of the MetaData are concatenated together with a previously-chained hash-number, and the whole concatenation is then hashed yielding the CHA Hash for that contribution. The CHA Hash is then transmitted within the MetaLink MetaData, so it exists on multiple WebSites. This is a variant of "cipher block chaining" [Schneier1996, p.193] .
A characteristic of such Hashes is that change of even a single bit in the concatenation will markedly change the Hash-number. While collisions (identical hash-numbers) can theoretically occur, they are exceptionally unlikely, especially when the change in the contents of the concatenation is limited by actual names, and appropriate words of a language. Any claim of a plagiarist to have published the contribution before the true Author can be rebutted by review of the published hash-numbers of both the Author and the plagiarist. Since any errors in these hash-numbers might have a serious effect on an Author's career, mistakes (such as data-drop out) could be costly. Therefore, extra ECC (ErrorCorrecting-Code) is applied to the hash-numbers for storage and transmission. (no Fig. 6 legend) 
Tools.10 The use of Knowledge-Step Forums for Preprint-Critiques
The Software for Knowledge-Step Forums is designed for collection and display of peerreviews of scholarly work by Compendors. Another means of obtaining peer-reviews and critiques from experts is by means of a Preprint Publication on the Web. Such preprinting has a substantial history in Physics through the WebSite "ArXive". Preprinting is just beginning in Biology and Computer Science via "PeerJ Preprints". Thus, if the "peer-review needs" of scholars are not being met, then the Knowledge-
Step Forum Software will provide an easy alternative. An advantage of the Software for Knowledge-Step Forums for use in Preprinting is that it provides protection against plagiarism (see Tools.8). By this means the Chained Hash Algorithm will provide definite evidence of the date of posting.
Tools.11 Speeding Publication via posting of Preprint Articles
Just as the Knowledge-Step Forum Software can be used to post Preprints (see Tools.10), the Software can also be use to post Articles on the Web. As with Preprints, the advantages include protection against plagiarism (see Tools.8).
Thus, an Author could post using the Knowledge-Step Forum Software initially for a Preprint-Critique, and then, after either replying to the Critiques or modifying the Article, the continued posting would essentially be a Web-based "publication" on an Active Archive, which can remain available until the Preprint becomes a Journal-Article, or until it is Archived elsewhere. 
KNOWLEDGE-COMPENDORS:
Compendors.1 Who will be Compendors for Knowledge-Step Forums?
As evident above, the duties of the Compendor are several. Whom in Academe can we count on? Who will self-nominate for this activity when there are always grant deadlines and teaching responsibilities for faculty?
This Article supports the Author's view of Post-Graduate Education, which is based on the following aphorism:
A goal of "Training" is for the student to "Learn specific responses for specific situations". A goal of "Education" is for the student to "Learn to devise new responses for new situations". A goal of "Post-Graduate Education" is for the student to "Learn how to Create Knowledge, by doing it".
In the Author's view the best candidates to be Compendors are Post-Graduate Students at all levels. There are several reasons for this statement: 1. These students are organizing information and knowledge for themselves, as part of the process of qualifying for a higher degree, or for a higher academic position. 2. These students have Thesis Advisors who can help them in their efforts to maintain a K-Step-Forum on a narrow topic. 3. These students will want to coordinate the self-organizing community of like-minded scholars interested in the same narrow topic that will automatically occur as the Knowledge-Step Forum becomes known. Such scholars have similar interests, may become friends and collaborators, and may become sources of jobs in the future. The community will be world-wide and not limited by the requirement to meet other scholars at expensive international meetings --a huge benefit of the Internet/Web. 4. These students have grown up with computers, and with social networks based on computers, so Knowledge-Step Forums are just another part of their "computerized" life. 5. The bibliography resulting from a good Compendium could be an important part of the bibliography that is needed for a thesis. Step Forum, and if others disagree, then the arguments will also make the Knowledge-Step Forum an interesting WebSite. Indeed, the Compendor can write to Dr. R and say "I'm creating a Compendium related to your work, and I've found this quotation. Would you care to comment?" The probability of receiving a reply is very high. In this way, the Compendium can be built up, even by a neophyte Compendor.
Compendors.3 Will experts review and contribute to Knowledge-Step Forums?
Note that the recognition of the Compendium-Submission is by the group of likeminded scholars who have been automatically assembled during the Knowledge-Step Forum-Process. Lack of participation may be noted almost as easily as participation. Experts will be encouraged to provide skilled, helpful reviews because the Expert's "peer-review" comments or additions are available in the Compendium, to be read and judged by the expert's Peers! Such "Meta-PeerReview" does not occur in the paper-publishing paradigm (a major failing because of the [growing?] misuse of confidentiality in peer-review or articles and grants). 5. The Expert wants to be quoted, but not to be plagiarized. The Creative Commons basis of K-Step Compendia encourages quoting, but does not guard against plagiarism. However, the Knowledge-Step Forum's regular use of the Chained Hash Algorithm means that the correct authorship of the Expert's statements can be proven at a later date. By the nature of the Chained Hash Algorithm, the plagiarist cannot deny the plagiarism. The algorithm was described in Tools.8 (above). 6. The review of the content of a Knowledge-Step Forum by like-minded scholars is a form of post-hoc peer-review, but it is not the usual "vanilla-flavor" of present peer-review in which the reviewer is a "gate-keeper" for publication of articles or funding of grant applications. K-Step peer-review differs from the present "oldboys network" peer-review in the following ways:
1) Reviewers are not chosen by an Editor, but are either contacted by the Compendor based on a reviewer's contributions to the literature, or are self-selected. Thus, unconscious gender-bias is less likely, and the accuracy of the match of expertise to content is likely to be greater. (Editors do not know all of the "players" in rapidly changing fields.) 2) Reviews are more likely to involve continued communications between the forum-contributors and reviewing commentators; such prolonged communications may well aid development of a field. 3) The contributors and commentators start on a more-equal basis in K-Step Forums, in contrast to the applicant/judge relationships engendered in the search for errors and "quality" in present peer-review. 4) Reviews and the contributor's replies are published, with all authors fully identified. This is being added to some current peer-reviews, but is an integral part of Forum-ethics and the Forum-format in K-Step Compendia development. 5) The "review" in K-Step Forums is likely to be shorter and not be as great a time obligation on the part of the Reviewer because the large "responsibility" for acceptance or rejection is not present in reviews for K-
Step Forums. Moreover, review in K-Step Forums involves different content from the traditional "last review before publication", and can range from conjectures at the start of a project, to evaluation of preliminary data. This also reduces the pressure on the reviewer for a "complete, thorough" review. In addition, the reviewer can submit contributions several times, as the debate ensues online. 6) The automatic hashing of contributions to reduce plagiarism will tend to reduce plagiarism by reviewers. 7) As quoted by Rennie [2016] , a commentary of journal reviewers by Bailar & Patterson stated, "The arbiters of rigor, quality, and innovation in scientific reports" did not "apply to their own work the standards they use in judging the work of others." [Bailar 1985 ]. Such a bias is less likely in K-Step Forums because reviewers will realize that their own (public) words of criticism in one Forum may be easily quoted back about their own work in later Forums. 8) The automatic integration of peer-review into Web-based Compendia will provide a mechanism by which a variety of peer-review methods will be created and used. A Compendor may structure the Forum's peer review for specific purposes related to the topics covered, or other factors. Such a varied "peer review"experience might later inform continuing efforts to revise or devise peer-review mechanisms useful for KnowledgeCreation.
See Fig. 7 There are a number of factors that should sustain the quality of K-Step Compendia, even though there is no central control: 1. The Compendor's reputation will be affected by the quality of his/her Knowledge-
Step Forums. This means that there should be strong motivation for the Compendor to do a good job. 2. Since all Submissions are automatically saved, any critical comments will need to be dealt with in some way, thus increasing the quality if the criticisms are useful. 3. If K-Step Compendia of poor quality do appear, a WebSite running the Software "SlashDot" can be used to provide Readers with evaluations of K-Step Compendia so that lower-quality K-Step Compendia can be avoided. SlashDot is a well-developed method by which evaluations by many "reviewers" can be organized and presented, and where the reviewers themselves are rated for quality and consistency. Automatic Meta-PeerReview via the Web! 4. Recognize that even a low-quality K-Step Compendia may be better than nothing.
So, time spent in finding that a Compendium is not useful, may not be fully wasted; some new References may be found. 5. A path for those who have major disagreements with a given Compendium (e.g., when the Compendor hinders or prevents contrary views in discussion) is as follows: Since K-Step Compendia can be copied and published elsewhere (with correct attribution), it is feasible, under such an extreme situation, to copy an existing Compendium, make changes that are felt necessary (with new attribution of the changes added to the prior attributions), and to place the modified Compendium on the Web in a new Knowledge-Step Forum. Note that copying and re-publishing a Compendium will be plagiarism if the original Compendium is not given correct attribution, as can be proven by the Chained Hash Algorithm (Tools.8, above). Such "forking" is common in software projects involving many volunteers, and does not stop collaborations among developers. 6. A "built-in" feedback mechanism that will improve Knowledge-Step Forums and K-
Step Compendia, occurs as Users communicate to Compendors about problems. New Users and Programmers may make the system better by adding to the Software when it is published as Open-Source. It is worthy of note that there is an academic area called "Knowledge Synthesis" that studies methods to merge data and results across multidisciplinary fields, seeking to elucidate optimal Knowledge-Synthesis methods for particular research questions, both qualitative and quantitative. Some of the recommendations available at the time of writing this "Compendium" article have been organized into a Figure and Tables  [Kastner2016] . Also see the article's Appendices. Both article and appendices may well be of practical help to Compendors.
In order for the Internet to be an efficient searchable repository of current and developing knowledge, one additional feature will be needed: In any given publication, ForwardLinks must be available, within the publication, to those articles that, in the future, cite the given publication, as fully described in a Supplement to this article. Such links are presently handled commercially, for profit, by the Web of Science. Coverage is not complete. In addition, this database and method has been sold recently. There is no certainty that commercial entities will fulfill the internet-needs of scholars indefinitely into the future. . A solution is development of Open-Source Software that facilitates the citing of one website by another. Such software is fully described in the Supplemental File of this Preprint (The ForwardLink-Protocol); it was a Supplement to Versions 1-4, but not to . This Protocol includes many enhanced features especially for scholarship. Open-source software for this functionality should be on all Web-servers that contain scholarly articles, so as to make the WWW a distributed knowledge repository. 
